READ BEFORE GROWING IN
PittMoss!! (At the very least,
read what is in RED)
PittMoss is unlike any other soil you have used before. Our products have a high aeration and water
retention capacity. As a result, many of the popular brands of fertilizers found at your local hydroponic
stores have feed schedules that are more aggressive than necessary when using PittMoss products.

Important tips to follow:
A slight reduction in watering and fertilizers often results in a more vigorous and healthy
plant. Don’t be afraid to stick your finger deep into the soil, penetrating the upper crust
to discover how much water is in the soil.
Organic fertilizers are an excellent and recommended choice when using PittMoss. The
soil is teaming with micro biology and can make quick use of organic inputs.
If you choose to use a mineral salt based product, it's recommended to scale back on
the application rate, typically by a third to one half. After a high usage of concentrated
fertilizers, salts can build up in the soil and create an adverse environment for your
plants' rhizosphere.
If proper care is used, a flush will only be necessary near the last week of harvest.
Avoid fertilizers containing ammonium.
Our coco coir product, Coco Complete, is pre-treated with additional calcium and
magnesium. This eliminates the need for additional CalMag products with Coco
Complete.
So, how do I know if my fertilizer is organic or mineral based?
Most organic fertilizers will say organic on the label. OMRI listed products are certified organic. Or,
give it a sniff. If it stinks or smells earthy it’s probably organic. If your product is a consistent powder
or a uniform colored liquid , chances are it’s mineral based. Either way, use less. Again, extra
caution should be given to mineral based products. Typically, fertilization rates should be reduced
from the manufacturer's recommendation by one third and up one half. With a little less water and
a little less fertilizer your plant will grow a whole lot better in PittMoss.

Questions? Concerns? Email us at info@Pittmoss.com or DM us on insta
@pittmoss_official

